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Goalie mask template design

Need a hockey goalkeeper mask design in PDF or EPS, I have a theme and and a template for size and layout. Need someone to make it. I have some files for the helmet that are finished and must be incorporated into the helmet. One photo below has a license plate and I have the file for it done, also it's the helmet what's designing today. This is a wrap and not paint. I would like
to have a ribbon theme along the bottom of the mask similar to the image dave art 4366012734 The color of the hockey team is red /white and has the maple leaf theme on the jersey. Skills: Graphic design, Illustrator, Photoshop See more: keeper mask wrap template, hockey keeper mask template, what is graphic design, what is graphic design, what is graphic art, theme design
in photoshop, ribbon design, photoshop design art, jersey design photoshop, has attached, graphic leaf design, graphic helmet design, graphic design ribbon, design a jersey, design wrap, mask, salary, hockey team, helmet, design a mask ( 10 reviews ) Vaughan, Canada Project ID: #6205159 Show off logo design, school mascot, Sports Branding, Or Business Logo, on a
realistic Hockey Keeper Mask, with editable lighting, Reflections, &amp;amp; Shadows as well as One-Click-Logo integration. Choose from 4 Views, turn on/off the backlight, as they are all on different layers. Everything comes to you in Ultra 4K resolution! See How you can create your own concept Keeper masks design, in minutes. Get 4 PSDs Photoshop documents in a
package. 8k Mockup | Resolution 8000px X 4500px | PSD File 8k Mockup | Resolution 8000px X 4500px | PSD File 8k Mockup | Resolution 8000px X 4500px | PSD File 8k Mockup | Resolution 8000px X 4500px | PSD File SUPER DETAILED PHOTOSHOP MOCKUPS. EACH COLOR IS SEPARATELY EDITABLE, DOWN TO NUTS AND BOLTS LITERALLY! EACH SAMPLE
TOOK ONLY 2 TO 5 MINUTES TO MAKE. Get the entire 4 PSD's Pack for $14.75 each. A high resolution . the PSD file that contains the template. Now comes with TEN FREE name/number fonts. Multiple mask angles: left page view, right page view, cover view, and backplate. Variety of lightweight and fully editable mask striping, color and text. More striping options (it will mid
strip, chin strip, sides strip). More text options (there will be a checkshell, layer name). More color options in the cage. Replace logos in one click! Place a logo or image on the mask , it automatically gives it a realistic 3D look. Instructions on how to best use the template. Click the button below to pay for your order through PayPal, and when you're done, you'll be able to instantly
download your goalie mask template package in our online store powered by Sellfy. For support please contact us at puckmarks.siteinfo@gmail.com. puckmarks.siteinfo@gmail.com.
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